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Although there are many studies of certain individual ancient Italic groups (e.g. the Etruscans, Gauls and Latins), there is no work that takes a
comprehensive view of each of them—the famous and the less well-known—that existed in Iron Age and Roman Italy. Moreover, many
previous studies have focused only on the material evidence for these groups or on what the literary sources have to say about them. This
handbook is conceived of as a resource for archaeologists, historians, philologists and other scholars interested in finding out more about Italic
groups from the earliest period they are detectable (early Iron Age, in most instances), down to the time when they begin to assimilate into the
Roman state (in the late Republican or early Imperial period). As such, it will endeavor to include both archaeological and historical
perspectives on each group, with contributions from the best-known or up-and-coming archaeologists and historians for these peoples and
topics. The language of the volume is English, but scholars from around the world have contributed to it. This volume covers the ancient
peoples of Italy more comprehensively in individual chapters, and it is also distinct because it has a thematic section.
The Etruscans can be shown to have made significant, and in some cases perhaps the first, technical advances in the central and northern
Mediterranean. To the Etruscan people we can attribute such developments as the tie-beam truss in large wooden structures, surveying and
engineering drainage and water tunnels, the development of the foresail for fast long-distance sailing vessels, fine techniques of metal
production and other pyrotechnology, post-mortem C-sections in medicine, and more. In art, many technical and iconographic developments,
although they certainly happened first in Greece or the Near East, are first seen in extant Etruscan works, preserved in the lavish tombs and
goods of Etruscan aristocrats. These include early portraiture, the first full-length painted portrait, the first perspective view of a human figure in
monumental art, specialized techniques of bronze-casting, and reduction-fired pottery (the bucchero phenomenon). Etruscan contacts, through
trade, treaty and intermarriage, linked their culture with Sardinia, Corsica and Sicily, with the Italic tribes of the peninsula, and with the Near
Eastern kingdoms, Greece and the Greek colonial world, Iberia, Gaul and the Punic network of North Africa, and influenced the cultures of
northern Europe. In the past fifteen years striking advances have been made in scholarship and research techniques for Etruscan Studies.
Archaeological and scientific discoveries have changed our picture of the Etruscans and furnished us with new, specialized information.
Thanks to the work of dozens of international scholars, it is now possible to discuss topics of interest that could never before be researched,
such as Etruscan mining and metallurgy, textile production, foods and agriculture. In this volume, over 60 experts provide insights into all these
aspects of Etruscan culture, and more, with many contributions available in English for the first time to allow the reader access to research that
may not otherwise be available to them. Lavishly illustrated, The Etruscan World brings to life the culture and material past of the Etruscans
and highlights key points of development in research, making it essential reading for researchers, academics and students of this fascinating
civilization.
Every year, the Bibliography catalogues the most important new publications, historiographical monographs, and journal articles throughout the
world, extending from prehistory and ancient history to the most recent contemporary historical studies. Within the systematic classification
according to epoch, region, and historical discipline, works are also listed according to author’s name and characteristic keywords in their title.
From one of the world's leading authorities on the subject, an innovative and comprehensive account of religion in the ancient Roman and
Mediterranean world In this ambitious and authoritative book, Jörg Rüpke provides a comprehensive and strikingly original narrative history of
ancient Roman and Mediterranean religion over more than a millennium—from the late Bronze Age through the Roman imperial period and up
to late antiquity. While focused primarily on the city of Rome, Pantheon fully integrates the many religious traditions found in the Mediterranean
world, including Judaism and Christianity. This generously illustrated book is also distinguished by its unique emphasis on lived religion, a
perspective that stresses how individuals’ experiences and practices transform religion into something different from its official form. The result
is a radically new picture of Roman religion and of a crucial period in Western religion—one that influenced Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and
even the modern idea of religion itself.
Deliciae Fictiles V. Networks and Workshops
The Archaeology of Lucanian Cult Places
Religion in Republican Italy
The Origins of the Roman Economy
Ancient Samnium
Greek and Roman Colonisation
In the late Middle Ages, a trans-Mediterranean network of holy sites developed, linked to one another by sea routes. Due to their locations, they stood out
as symbolic intersections between the sea, the land, and the heavens. The essays in this volume describe the specific sacred geography of the sanctuaries
situated along medieval sea routes and examine their characteristics from the perspectives of history, religion, and art history.
This all embracing survey of Pompeii provides the most comprehensive survey of the region available. With contributions by well-known experts in the
field, this book studies not only Pompeii, but also – for the first time – the buried surrounding cities of Campania. The World of Pompeii includes the latest
understanding of the region, based on the up-to-date findings of recent archaeological work. Accompanied by a CD with the most detailed map of Pompeii
so far, this book is instrumental in studying the city in the ancient world and is an excellent source book for students of this fascinating and tragic
geographic region.
This handbook has two purposes: it is intended (1) as a handbook of Etruscology or Etruscan Studies, offering a state-of-the-art and comprehensive
overview of the history of the discipline and its development, and (2) it serves as an authoritative reference work representing the current state of
knowledge on Etruscan civilization. The organization of the volume reflects this dual purpose. The first part of the volume is dedicated to methodology and
leading themes in current research, organized thematically, whereas the second part offers a diachronic account of Etruscan history, culture, religion, art &
archaeology, and social and political relations and structures, as well as a systematic treatment of the topography of the Etruscan civilization and sphere of
influence. ?
After colonizing the Aegean islands and the coast of Asia Minor, the ancient Greeks turned toward southern Italy and Sicily, driven by the unrest that
troubled their homeland in the eighth and seventh centuries B.C. The new arrivals brought with them their language, as well as their cultural and religious
traditions and the institution of the polis. In Italy they created an autonomous political community that eventually surpassed the cities of Greece in wealth,
military power, and architectural and cultural splendor. Such forefathers of Western philosophy as Pythagoras, Parmenides, and Archimedes lived and
worked within this civilization. The Greek Cities of Magna Graecia and Sicily presents an overview of Greek colonization in Italy and the principal
historical events that took place in this area from the Archaic period until the ascendancy of the Romans. This comprehensive survey is followed by a
review of the major archaeological sites in the region.
Papers in Honour of Brian Shefton
Settlement, Culture, and Identity Between History and Archaeology
A Comprehensive Catalog of the Bronze Coinage of the Man-Faced Bull, with Essays on Origin and Identity
Pantheon
Southern Italy during the Second Punic War
The Iron Age Community of Osteria Dell'Osa

Summary: This study throws new light on the Roman impact on Italic religious structures in the last four centuries BC and, more generally, on the
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complex processes of change and accommodation set in motion by the Roman expansion in Italy. Cult places had a pivotal function among the
various 'Italic' tribes known to us from the ancient sources, which had been gradually conquered and subsequently controlled by Rome. Through an
analysis of archaeological, literary and epigraphic evidence from rural cult places in Central and Southern Italy including a case study on the Samnite
temple of San Giovanni in Galdo, the authors investigate the fluctuating function of cult places in among the non-Roman Italic communities, before
and after the establishment of Roman rule.
This book, Potamikon, presents an investigation into the origin and identity of the man-faced bull, as well as a catalogue of coins.
The term 'colonisation' encompasses much diversity, from the settlement of the western Mediterranean and the Black sea by Greeks in the archaic
period to the foundation of Roman colonies in mainland Italy during the Republic. Though very different in their motives and methods, both Greek
and Roman colonisations are presented by our sources as organised and clearly defined processes, within which internal and external relations were
firmly delineated. This volume contains six new studies, two Greek and four Roman. Contributors employ historiographical, comparative and postcolonial approaches to question ancient constructs. The book contains detailed case-studies as well as synoptic treatments. Contributors build on
recent research in Greek and Roman history to show how ideologies of colonisation develop and come to dominate the historical record.
With the emergence and structuring of the Lucanian ethnos during the fourth century BC, a network of cult places, set apart from habitation spaces,
was created at the crossroads of the most important communication routes of ancient Lucania. These sanctuaries became centers of social and political
aggregation of the local communities: a space in which the community united for all the social manifestations that, in urban societies, were usually
performed within the city space. With a detailed analysis of the archaeological record, this study traces the historical and archaeological narrative of
Lucanian cult places from their creation to the Late Republican Age, which saw the incorporation of southern Italy into the Roman state. By placing
the sanctuaries within their territorial, political, social, and cultural context, Battiloro offers insight into the diachronic development of sacred
architecture and ritual customs in ancient Lucania. The author highlights the role of material evidence in constructing the significance of sanctuaries in
the historical context in which they were used, and crucial new evidence from the most recent archaeological investigations is explored in order to
define dynamics of contact and interaction between Lucanians and Romans on the eve of the Roman conquest.
The Holy Portolano / Le Portulan sacré
Edited by Marta Prevosti and Josep Guitart i Duran
The Sacred Geography of Navigation in the Middle Ages. Fribourg Colloquium 2013 / La géographie religieuse de la navigation au Moyen ge.
Colloque Fribourgeois 2013
Between Rome and Carthage
Textile Production in Pre-Roman Italy
Burial and Social Change in First Millennium BC Italy
Temples are the most prestigious buildings in the urban landscape of ancient Italy, emerging within a network of centres of the
then-known Mediterranean world. Notwithstanding the fragmentary condition of the buildings remains, these monuments
and
especially their richly decorated roofs
are crucial sources of information on the constitution of political, social and craft identities,
acting as agents in displaying the meaning of images. The subject of this volume is thematic and includes material from the
Eastern Mediterranean (including Greece and Turkey). Contributors discuss the network between patron elites and specialized
craft communities that were responsible for the sophisticated terracotta decoration of temples in Italy between 600 and 100 BC,
focusing on the mobility of craft people and craft traditions and techniques, asking how images, iconographies, practices and
materials can be used to explain the organization of ancient production, distribution and consumption. Special attention has been
given to relations with the Eastern Mediterranean (Greece and Anatolia). Investigating craft communities, workshop organizations
and networks has never been thoroughly undertaken for this period and region, nor for this exceptionally rich category of materials,
or for the craftspeople producing the architectural terracottas. Papers in this volume aim to improve our understanding of roof
production and construction in this period, to reveal relationships between main production centres, and to study the possible
influences of immigrant craftspeople.
Apolline Project Vol. 1Girolamo F. De Simone1998Walter de Gruyter
This collection explores the multifaceted nature of the gods and goddesses worshipped in ancient Italy. It examines Italic,
Etruscan, and Latin deities in context and in the material remains, and also in the Greco-Roman written record and later
scholarship which drew on these texts. Many deities were worshipped in ancient Italy by different individuals and communities,
using different languages, at different sanctuaries, and for very different reasons. This multiplicity creates challenges for modern
historians of antiquity at different levels. How do we cope with it? Can we reduce it to the conceptual unity necessary to provide a
meaningful historical interpretation? To what extent can deities named in different languages be considered the equivalent of one
another (e.g. Artemis and Diana)? How can we interpret the visual representations of deities that are not accompanied by written
text? Can we reconstruct what these deities meant to their local worshippers although the overwhelming majority of our sources
were written by Romans and Greeks? The contributors of this book, a group of ten scholars from the UK, Italy, France, and
Poland, offer different perspectives on these problems, each concentrating on a particular god or goddess. Gods and Goddesses
in Ancient Italy offers an invaluable resource for anyone working on ancient Roman and Italian religion.
This is the first ever documented study of the 1,035 identifiable Greek city states (poleis) of the Archaic and Classical periods
(c.650-325 BC). Previous studies of the Greek polis have focused on Athens and Sparta, and the result has been a view of Greek
society dominated by Sophokles', Plato's, and Demosthenes' view of what the polis was. This study includes descriptions of
Athens and Sparta, but its main purpose is to explore the history and organization of the thousand other city states. The main part
of the book is a regionally organized inventory of all identifiable poleis covering the Greek world from Spain to the Caucasus and
from the Crimea to Libya. This inventory is the work of 47 specialists, and is divided into 46 chapters, each covering a region. Each
chapter contains an account of the region, a list of second-order settlements, and an alphabetically ordered description of the
poleis. This description covers such topics as polis status, territory, settlement pattern, urban centre, city walls and monumental
architecture, population, military strength, constitution, alliance membership, colonization, coinage, and Panhellenic victors. The
first part of the book is a description of the method and principles applied in the construction of the inventory and an analysis of
some of the results to be obtained by a comparative study of the 1,035 poleis included in it. The ancient Greek concept of polis is
distinguished from the modern term `city state', which historians use to cover many other historic civilizations, from ancient
Sumeria to the West African cultures absorbed by the nineteenth-century colonializing powers. The focus of this project is what the
Greeks themselves considered a polis to be.
Magna Graecia
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The Etruscan World
Greek Identity in the Western Mediterranean
The Reception of Classical Naples from Antiquity to the Present
The Peoples of Ancient Italy
A Contextual Approach to Religious Aspects of Rural Society After the Roman Conquest

Migration, Mobility and Language Contact in and around the Ancient Mediterranean is the first volume to show the different ways in
which surviving linguistic evidence can be used to track movements of people in the ancient world. Eleven chapters cover a number of
case studies, which span the period from the seventh century BC to the fourth century AD, ranging from Spain to Egypt, from Sicily to
Pannonia. The book includes detailed study of epigraphic and literary evidence written in Latin and Greek, as well as work on languages
which are not so well documented, such as Etruscan and Oscan. There is a subject index and an index of works and inscriptions cited.
From one of the world's leading authorities on the subject, an innovative and comprehensive account of religion in the ancient Roman
and Mediterranean world In this ambitious and authoritative book, Jörg Rüpke provides a comprehensive and strikingly original
narrative history of ancient Roman and Mediterranean religion over more than a millennium—from the late Bronze Age through the
Roman imperial period and up to late antiquity. While focused primarily on the city of Rome, Pantheon fully integrates the many
religious traditions found in the Mediterranean world, including Judaism and Christianity. This generously illustrated book is also
distinguished by its unique emphasis on lived religion, a perspective that stresses how individuals’ experiences and practices transform
religion into something different from its official form. The result is a radically new picture of both Roman religion and a crucial period
in Western religion—one that influenced Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and even the modern idea of religion itself. Drawing on a vast
range of literary and archaeological evidence, Pantheon shows how Roman religion shaped and was shaped by its changing historical
contexts from the ninth century BCE to the fourth century CE. Because religion was not a distinct sphere in the Roman world, the book
treats religion as inseparable from political, social, economic, and cultural developments. The narrative emphasizes the diversity of
Roman religion; offers a new view of central concepts such as “temple,” “altar,” and “votive”; reassesses the gendering of religious
practices; and much more. Throughout, Pantheon draws on the insights of modern religious studies, but without “modernizing” ancient
religion. With its unprecedented scope and innovative approach, Pantheon is an unparalleled account of ancient Roman and
Mediterranean religion.
Anna Maria Bietti Sestieri deals in this monograph with a major archaeological site, the Iron Age cemetery of Osteria dell'Osa, near
Rome.
This collection of essays, in honour of Professor B.B. Shefton, provides an innovative exploration of the culture of the Greek colonies of
the Western Mediterranean, their relations with their non-Greek neigbours, and the evolution of distinctive regional identities.
Apolline Project Vol. 1
Supplementary Volume
Gods and Goddesses in Ancient Italy
The Etruscans Outside Etruria
A New History of Roman Religion
Modern structural engineering surprises us with the mastery and certainty with which it plans and
carries out daring projects, such as the most recent metal or concrete bridges, whether they be
suspension or arch bridges. On the other hand, little is yet known about the state of knowledge of
construction science and techniques which, well before the arrival of modern methods based on the
mechanics of deformable continua, made it possible in the past to erect the vaulted masonry structures
rthat we have inherited. The fact that these have lasted through many centuries to our time, and are
still in a fairly good state of conservation, makes them competitive, as far as stability and durability
are concerned, with those constructed in other materials. Although it is known that the equilibrium of
the arch is guaranteed by any funicular whatsoever of the loads, contained inside the profile of an
arch, finding the unique solution is not such a certainty. In other words, the problem of the
equilibrium of vaulted structures is 'Poleni's problem', the one for which the Venetian scientist was
able to give an exemplary solution on the occasion of the assessment of the dome of St. Peter's. Arch
Bridges focuses on the main aspects of the debate about the masonry arch bridge: History of structural
mechanics and construction, theoretical models, analysis for assessment, numerical methods, experimental
and non-destructive testing, maintenance and repair are the topics of the Conference. The breadth and
variety of the contributions presented and discussed by leading experts from many countries make this
volume an authoritative source of up-to-date information.
First published in 2008. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This book presents a series of papers in honour of Sandro Salvatori divided into three main sections
reflecting his long years of work in Middle Asia, his time in Italy as an officer of the Archaeological
Superintendency (Ministry of Cultural Heritage), and finally his studies on the prehistory of northeastern Africa.
Focuses on the economic history of the community of Rome from the Iron Age to the early Republic.
A Social and Economic History of Ager Publicus in Italy, 396-89 BC
Descending Underground in the Search for Ultimate Truth
Potamikon: Sinews of Acheloios
Approaching Social Agents
Public Land in the Roman Republic
The Fortifications of Pompeii and Ancient Italy
Older than both ceramics and metallurgy, textile production is a technology which reveals much about
prehistoric social and economic development. This book examines the archaeological evidence for textile
production in Italy from the transition between the Bronze Age and Early Iron Ages until the Roman
expansion (1000-400 BCE), and sheds light on both the process of technological development and the
emergence of large urban centres with specialised crafts. Margarita Gleba begins with an overview of the
prehistoric Appennine peninsula, which featured cultures such as the Villanovans and the Etruscans, and
was connected through colonisation and trade with the other parts of the Mediterranean. She then focuses
on the textiles themselves: their appearance in written and iconographic sources, the fibres and dyes
employed, how they were produced and what they were used for: we learn, for instance, of the linen used
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in sails and rigging on Etruscan ships, and of the complex looms needed to produce twill. Featuring a
comprehensive analysis of textiles remains and textile tools from the period, the book recovers
information about funerary ritual, the sexual differentiation of labour (the spinners and weavers were
usually women) and the important role the exchange of luxury textiles played in the emergence of an
elite. Textile production played a part in ancient Italian society's change from an egalitarian to an
aristocratic social structure, and in the emergence of complex urban communities.
Drawing on a rich variety of literary and archaeological data, the twenty chapters of this book explore
the implications of competing reconstructions of Italy's demographic history during the Middle and Late
Republic. The volume as a whole sheds new light on Italy's economic, social, miltary, and political
history during this crucial period.
This magnificent book presents 82 masterpieces of Greek vase painting and sculpture in terrocotta,
stone, and bronze from the eight great museum collections of the South of Italy and Sicily. 170 colour
illustrations
In the first millennium BC, communities in Italy underwent crucial transformations which scholars have
often subsumed under the heading of ‘state formation’, namely increased social stratification, the
centralization of political power and, in some cases, urbanisation. Most research has tended to approach
the phenomenon of state formation and social change in relation to specific territorial dynamics of
growth and expansion, changing modes of exploitation of food and other resources over time, and the
adoption of selected socio-ritual practices by the ruling élites in order to construct and negotiate
authority. In contrast, comparatively little attention has been paid to the question of how these key
developments resonated across the broader social transect, and how social groups other than ruling
élites both promoted these changes and experienced their effects. The chief aim of this collection of 14
papers is to harness innovative approaches to the exceptionally rich mortuary evidence of first
millennium BC Italy, in order to investigate the roles and identities of social actors who either
struggled for power and social recognition, or were manipulated and exploited by superior authorities in
a phase of tumultuous socio-political change throughout the entire Mediterranean basin. Contributors
provide a diverse range of approaches in order to examine how power operated in society, how it was
exercised and resisted, and how this can be studied through mortuary evidence. Section 1 addresses the
construction of identity by focusing mainly on the manipulation of age, ethnic and gender categories in
society in regions and sites that reached notable power and splendor in first millennium BC Italy. These
include Etruria, Latium, Campania and the rich settlement of Verucchio, in Emilia Romagna. Each paper in
Section 2 offers a counterpoint to a contribution in Section 1 with an overall emphasis on scholarly
multivocality, and the multiplicity of the theoretical approaches that can be used to read the
archaeological evidence.
Remembering Parthenope
Migration, Mobility and Language Contact in and around the Ancient Mediterranean
A Tribute to Sandro Salvatori
Etruscology
The Greek Cities of Magna Graecia and Sicily
People, Land, and Politics
The influence of the Eastern and Greek worlds on Etruscan culture has been a subject of frequent study by archaeologists. The contribution
that the Etruscan civilization made to other cultures has by contrast, received less attention. This volume seeks to redress this imbalance by
tracing the Etruscans impact beyond Etruria. More specifically, it focuses on the panorama of their commerce and the Etruscan ideological
and cultural initiatives that radiated from their native territory into other regions. Etruscan civilization spread across a surprisingly vast
area, from ancient Italy out into the Mediterranean basin and continental Europe.
Annually published since 1930, the International bibliography of Historical Sciences (IBOHS) is an international bibliography of the most
important historical monographs and periodical articles published throughout the world, which deal with history from the earliest to the
most recent times. The works are arranged systematically according to period, region or historical discipline, and within this classification
alphabetically. The bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors.
Thinking Ancient Samnium focuses on the region of Samnium in Italy, where a rich blend of historical, literary, epigraphic, numismatic, and
archaeological evidence supports a fresh perspective on the complexity and dynamism of a part of the ancient Mediterranean that is
normally regarded as marginal. This volume presents new ways of looking at ancient Italian communities that did not leave written
accounts about themselves but played a key role in the early development of Rome, first as staunch opponents and later as key allies. It
combines written and archaeological evidence to form a new understanding of the ancient inhabitants of Samnium during the last six
centuries BC, how they identified themselves, how they developed unique forms of social and political organisation, and how they became
entangled with Rome's expanding power and the impact that this had on their daily lives.
The fortifications of Pompeii stand as the ancient city s largest, oldest, and best preserved public monument. Over its 700-year history,
Pompeii invested significant amounts of money, resources, and labor into re-building, maintaining, and upgrading the walls. Each
intervention on the fortifications marked a pivotal event of social and political change, signalling dramatic shifts in Pompeii s urban,
social, and architectural framework. Viewing the role of the defences as purely military in nature is over-simplified. Their fate was
intertwined with that of Pompeii; their construction materials, methods and aesthetics reflect the political, social, and urban development of
the city. This study redefines Pompeii s fortifications, as a central monument that physically and symbolically shaped the city. It considers
the internal and external forces that morphed its appearance, and traces how the fortifications served to foster a sense of community. The
defences emerge as a dynamic, ideologically freighted monument, subject to manipulation and appropriation that was critical to the image
and identity of Pompeii. The book is a unique narrative of the social and urban development of the city from foundation to the eruption of
Vesuvius, through the lens of the monument most critical to its independence and survival.
Greek Art from South Italy and Sicily
The Indo-European Languages
A Study of Socio-political Development in Central Tyrrhenian Italy
Tales of Three Worlds - Archaeology and Beyond: Asia, Italy, Africa
Demographic Developments and the Transformation of Roman Italy, 300 BC-AD 14
The World of Pompeii

This edited collection focuses on how the ancient past of the city of Naples has been invented,
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shaped, transmitted, and received in literature, art, and material culture since the time of the
city's foundation. Adopting a chronological approach, chapters examine important moments in
Naples' reception history from the Roman period (when the city was already several centuries
old) to the present day. Among the topics covered are representations of the city's early
history and mythology in texts and temples of the Roman period; later uses of Roman spolia
(marble sculptures and architectural elements) in Christian churches; the importance of
antiquity to the rulers of the Angevin and Swabian periods; the appropriation of the city's
classical heritage by Renaissance humanists; the image of the 'local' poets Virgil and Statius
in later eras; humanist images of the ancient aqueducts and catacombs that ran beneath the city;
representations of classical monuments in early modern city guides; images of ancient ruins in
contemporary Catholic nativity scenes; and the archaeology and philosophy of the city's Metro
system. Featuring contributions from an interdisciplinary range of scholars, this comprehensive
volume provides a highly accessible point of entry into the vast bibliography on ancient Naples.
In the first volume in this new series on Roman society and law, Saskia T. Roselaar traces the
social and economic history of the ager publicus, or public land, identifying the developments
in Roman economy and demography which led to a gradual process of privatization.
This book explores how recent findings and research provide a richer understanding of religious
activities in Republican Rome and contemporary central Italic societies, including the
Etruscans, during the period of the Middle and Late Republic. While much recent research has
focused on the Romanization of areas outside Italy in later periods, this volume investigates
religious aspects of the Romanization of the Italian peninsula itself. The essays strive to
integrate literary evidence with archaeological and epigraphic material as they consider the
nexus of religion and politics in early Italy; the impact of Roman institutions and practices on
Italic society; the reciprocal impact of non-Roman practices and institutions on Roman custom;
and the nature of 'Roman', as opposed to 'Latin', 'Italic', or 'Etruscan', religion in the
period in question. The resulting volume illuminates many facets of religious praxis in
Republican Italy, while at the same time complicating the categories we use to discuss it.
A study of the way in which poets, priests, and sages sought for wisdom in ancient Greece by
descending into caves or underground chambers. Yulia Ustinova offers a novel approach by
juxtaposing ancient testimonies with the results of modern neuropsychological research.
Proceedings of the 1st TIR-FOR Symposium : from territory studies to digital cartography
2010
Fourth Century BC to the Early Imperial Age
Designer Bargains in Italy. 1200 Made in Italy. Factory Outlets
Cult Places and Cultural Change in Republican Italy
1998
Hannibal invaded Italy with the hope of raising widespread rebellions among Rome's subordinate allies. Yet even
after crushing the Roman army at Cannae, he was only partially successful. Why did some communities decide to
side with Carthage and others to side with Rome? This is the fundamental question posed in this book, and
consideration is given to the particular political, diplomatic, military and economic factors that influenced
individual communities' decisions. Understanding their motivations reveals much, not just about the war itself,
but also about Rome's relations with Italy during the prior two centuries of aggressive expansion. The book
sheds new light on Roman imperialism in Italy, the nature of Roman hegemony, and the transformation of
Roman Italy in the period leading up to the Social War. It is informed throughout by contemporary political
science theory and archaeological evidence, and will be required reading for all historians of the Roman
Republic.
Arch Bridges
Campania
Origins, Ideologies and Interactions
Caves and the Ancient Greek Mind
Architectural Terracottas and Decorative Roof Systems in Italy and Beyond
An Inventory of Archaic and Classical Poleis
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